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Foreword 
Reimagine RTD’s Mobility Plan for the Future is a comprehensive, forward-thinking plan that identifies 
strategies to address the future mobility needs of the region. Ongoing industry advancements and 
societal shifts are substantially altering how and when people travel, how cities function, and how 
mobility factors into broader visions and goals; transit agencies must evolve and adapt to remain a 
relevant part of the mobility equation. The MPFF, intended to help guide RTD’s long-term decision 
making, is the culmination of extensive technical analysis, stakeholder and public engagement, and 
intra-agency coordination, as well as several previous planning efforts. Key context, findings, and 
recommendations are broken into a series of technical memoranda focusing on individual components 
of the overall planning effort. This report documents the work done to analyze various revenue tools 
and options for covering RTD’s anticipated future funding deficit.
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This memorandum summarizes EPS’s analysis of revenue tools and options to fund the Regional 
Transportation District (RTD) anticipated funding deficit for the capital and operating scenarios studied 
as part of the Reimagine RTD planning process. Details on the funding scenarios are outlined in the 
Reimagine RTD Financial Summary Memorandum provided under separate cover. 

Based on this analysis, an increase in RTD’s sales tax levy has the most significant revenue generation, 
and thus the greatest impact on meeting the agency’s future funding needs. Other revenue tools 
modeled – expanded fare revenue, expanded local partnerships, property tax, and parking revenue - 
even at the highest levies modeled, would need to be used in combination and would still not generate 
sufficient revenue to fill the deficits projected. 

1.  Model Overview 
The future funding model is built on existing revenue sources. Using the financial model developed by 
WSP for the Reimagine plan, the anticipated sales and use tax revenue, fare revenue, grant revenue, 
local partnership contributions, and other revenues are set as the baseline. Additional revenue tools are 
then modeled to fill the funding gap based on the total costs (operating/debt service and capital) of 
each scenario.  

The key model assumptions are listed below:  

 RTD is assumed to have “Debruced” in all scenarios – sales, use, and property tax revenues 
are not assumed to be subject to TABOR restrictions. 

 Base System and FasTracks tax levies are combined for both revenues and expenditures. 

 New revenue levies are assumed to come online in 2025, as the earliest year that any new 
tool would be adopted and begin revenue collection.  

 Expenditures account for both capital (including State of Good Repair) and operating/debt 
service costs. 

 The horizon year is 2050, consistent with the financial modeling. 

 All scenarios are evaluated on a Pay-As-You-Go basis (i.e., no new debt financing is assumed).  
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2.  Revenue Tools 
Five revenue tools were analyzed. Three represent an expansion of existing tools, and two represent 
new revenue sources for RTD.  

As shown in Table 1, average annual revenue potential ranges from a low of $2.6 million, generated 
by a 1.0 percent increase in Fare Revenues, to a high of $1.14 billion, generated by an additional 
1.0 percent Sales and Use Tax levy. 

Table 1. Revenue Potential by Tool 

 

2.1  Sales and Use Tax (expanded) 
A special purpose sales tax is a voter approved sales tax dedicated to a specific fund or specific set of 
capital improvements. RTD currently levies a 0.6 percent base system sales tax and a 0.4 percent 
special purpose sales tax to fund FasTracks. Adding an additional sales tax would require voter 
approval within the District. 

In the revenue modeling, new sales tax increments were calculated starting with 0.1 percent and 
increasing up to 1.0 percent of additional sales tax. The highest rate would represent a doubling of the 
combined existing sales tax levies (base and FasTracks). Revenues are escalated based on the 
September 2021 CU Leeds Sales and Use Tax Forecast, at an annual average growth rate of 2.90 
percent. 

Based on these inputs, an additional sales and use tax would be anticipated to generate on average 
between $114.1 million (at 0.10 percent) and $1.14 billion (at 1.0 percent) in annual revenue. 

  

Description Amount Average Annual 
Revenue ($000s) Amount Average Annual 

Revenue ($000s)

Sales & Use Tax (expanded) 0.10% $114,100 1.00% $1,141,200
Fare Revenue (expanded)* 1.00% $2,643 5.00% $13,214
Local Partnerships (expanded)* 5% $3,459 25% $17,295
Property Tax 0.10 mills $14,900 1.00 mills $148,600
Parking $1.00 /day $9,300 $5.00 /day $46,400

* Calculated on base of DRCOG Fiscally Constrained scenario; slightly higher for Aspirational scenario
Source: Economic & Planning Systems

High EndLow End
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2 .2  Fare Revenue (expanded) 
RTD currently has authority to raise or lower fares. The fare schedule was most recently adjusted in 
2019 and is anticipated to be updated in 2023 after the Fare and Equity Study currently underway is 
completed. 

In the revenue modeling, additional fare revenue (above what is projected for the scenarios) was 
calculated as percentage increases of baseline projections rather than specific fare levels. Increases 
were modeled in increments ranging from 1 percent to 5 percent. 

Based on these inputs, an increase in fares would generate on average between $2.6 million (at a 1 
percent increase under the DRCOG Fiscally Constrained scenario) and $14.8 million (at a 5 percent 
increase under the Aspirational scenario) in annual revenue.  

2.3  Local  Partnerships (expanded) 
RTD can receive cash, in-kind contributions, or loans from partner jurisdictions or authorities for capital 
improvements, service enhancements, or service operations. These often involve funding, land 
contributions, and other project support from the host community (jurisdiction where the project is 
being built) and from private development interests. These contributions from local partners represent 
an increasingly important factor for the federal funding match for Federal Transit Administration and 
other competitive appropriation grants. 

Similar to fare revenue, increases in local partnerships were modeled as a percentage increase above 
what is projected within the WSP financial model. Increases were modeled in 5 percent increments, 
ranging from 5 percent to 25 percent. Based on this modeling, an increase in local partnerships would 
generate on average between $3.5 million (at a 5 percent increase under the DRCOG Fiscally 
Constrained scenario) and $21.3 million (at a 25 percent increase under the Aspirational scenario) in 
annual revenue. 

2.4  Property Tax 
RTD currently has the statutory authority to levy a property tax of up to 0.5 mills on all taxable 
property within the District; however, it has not used this funding source to date. By statute, use of 
property tax revenues would be limited to pay for any annual deficit in the operation and maintenance 
expenses of the District. 

For this analysis, property tax revenue is estimated based on the assessed valuation of all taxable 
property within the seven counties that are included in the District’s boundary, excluding Weld County 
(as only a small area of the county is within the District). While this geography is slightly larger than 
RTD’s boundaries, it provides a general estimate of the level of revenue potential available through a 
property tax levy. In 2020, the most recent year available, the total assessed valuation of Adams, 
Arapahoe, Boulder, Broomfield, Denver, Douglas, and Jefferson counties was $72.3 billion. This 
valuation is escalated at 4.53 percent annually, representing the average annual increase over the 
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period of 2007 to 2019, a long enough period of time to account for the impacts of high and low 
economic cycles on property values. 

Five mill rates were modeled: 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0 mills. These include two rates above the 
current statutory limitation of 0.5 mills to understand the potential impact and relative importance of 
pursuing legislative change to enable a higher levy. Based on these inputs, property tax is anticipated 
to generate on average between $14.9 million annually at 0.10 mills, $74.3 million annually at the 
current legislative cap of 0.50 mills, and $148.6 million annually at 1.0 mills if the current legislative 
restriction were to be lifted. 

2.5  Parking Charges 
Many transit agencies charge parking fees for use of transit agency parking facilities (primarily for park 
and ride use). Colorado House Bill 21-1186 eliminated RTD’s previous restriction on charging in-district 
riders for daily parking, enabling the agency to consider adopting this funding mechanism. 

Parking revenue was modeled based on data from RTD’s most recent parking report (covering full year 
2019) and the Walker Parking Consultants Parking Pricing Technical Assessment study (July 2016). The 
inventory of parking spaces is estimated to be 33,000 in 2022 (reflecting RTD’s most recent inventory, 
covering full year 2019), with 50,298 spaces in 2040 (based on the Walker study projection). For 
modeling purposes, 2030 is assumed to represent half of the 2020 to 2040 growth, with inventory 
remaining constant in intervening years. Use was assumed to be 65 percent, representing RTD’s most 
recent data.  

Revenue potential was modeled based on daily parking charges, ranging from $1 to $5 per day in 
$1 increments. Based on these inputs, parking charges are anticipated to generate on average 
between $9.3 million (at $1 per day) and $46.4 million (at $5 per day) in annual revenue. 
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3.  Scenarios 
As part of the Reimagine RTD process, WSP modeled three future financial scenarios by examining 
existing/anticipated revenue, capital, and operating/debt service expenses:  

 RTD Fiscally Constrained 

 DRCOG Fiscally Constrained  

 Aspirational  

Under existing funding, each scenario runs a deficit, as shown in Table 2. In the RTD Fiscally 
Constrained scenario, this deficit could be eliminated through Debrucing, meaning that if future sales 
tax revenues are not subject to TABOR limits, there would be sufficient revenue to cover expenses. For 
this reason, the revenue model was not applied to the RTD Fiscally Constrained scenario. For the 
DRCOG Fiscally Constrained and the Aspirational scenarios, even if RTD Debruces, there would 
continue to be a remaining deficit over the 2022 to 2050 timeframe. This revenue model was therefore 
used to understand what tool or combination of tools, at what level(s), could fill this funding gap. 

Revenues and expenditures are modeled over three time periods (2022–2030, 2031–2040, and  
2041–2050) and summarized over the entire 2022 to 2050 time horizon to understand both the overall 
net position and the surplus/deficit over these interim periods. Where appropriate, revenue estimates 
are tied to specific scenarios; for example, the Aspirational scenario includes higher ridership forecasts 
and thus higher fare revenue, so the increase in fare revenue is applied to that larger base. 

Table 2. Reimagine Financial Scenarios 

 

Description #1 RTD Fiscally Constrained #2 DRCOG Fiscally Constrained #3 Aspirational

Daily Boardings
(~200k in 2020) ~360K ~620K ~800K

Additional Operating Capacity
(all modes)

$26B
0% increase over SOP

$45B
73% increase over SOP

$50B
92% increase over SOP

New BRT Routes
11

No RTD capital or additional operating 
costs

11
No RTD capital or additional operating 

costs

22
RTD capital costs (11 routes) and 

operating costs (all routes)

Facility Renovations Bus facility renovations
Bus facility renovations

5 new bus facilities
1 new light rail facility

Bus facility renovations
7 new bus facilities

1 new light rail facility
2 new commuter rail layover facilities

FasTracks Capital 
Investments - Northwest Rail Peak Period Full Program

Additional Capital Capacity 
Investments - Bus fleet expansion

Light rail fleet expansion

Bus fleet expansion
Light rail fleet expansion

DUS track capacity
Light rail track capacity

Emerging Technology Capital 
Investments - - Supports new technologies, ZEB 

conversion, etc.

2022-2050 Cumulative Net 
Cash Flow

($2.5 billion)
TABOR in place

($22 billion)
Remove TABOR restrictions (Debruce)

($37 billion)
Remove TABOR restrictions (Debruce)

Source: WSP
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3 .1  DRCOG Fiscal ly  Constrained 
Under the DRCOG Fiscally Constrained scenario, assuming that RTD Debruces, there is a remaining 
deficit of $21.8 billion over the 2022–2050 time period, as shown in Table 3. Using the revenue tool 
options outlined previously, this deficit could be filled by a 0.7 percent sales tax. All other tools in 
combination, at the highest levels modeled, would not be sufficient to meet this funding need, reducing 
the deficit to $15.3 billion.  

Table 3. DRCOG Fiscally Constrained 

 
  

Scenario DRCOG Fiscally Constrained

Levy 2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual

Existing Revenue
Sales and Use Tax 1.00% $8,521,100 $12,279,900 $15,453,800 $36,254,800 $1,250,200
Fare Revenue $1,095,700 $1,886,900 $3,379,900 $6,362,500 $219,400
Local Partnership Contributions $34,000 $342,200 $1,630,100 $2,006,200 $69,200
Other Revenue $1,725,700 $1,855,800 $2,272,400 $5,854,000 $201,800
Total Revenue $11,376,500 $16,364,800 $22,736,200 $50,477,500 $1,740,600

New Revenue
Sales & Use Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Property Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fare Revenue (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Local Partnerships (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total New Revenue $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Revenue $11,376,500 $16,364,800 $22,736,200 $50,477,500 $1,740,600

2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual
Capital $2,529,876 $3,326,460 $7,321,688 $13,178,024 $454,415
Operations & Maintenance $10,297,995 $18,010,390 $30,766,114 $59,074,499 $2,037,052
Total Expenditure $12,827,871 $21,336,850 $38,087,802 $72,252,523 $2,491,466

Overall Net Position -$1,451,371 -$4,972,050 -$15,351,602 -$21,775,023 -$750,866

Revenue ($000s)

Expenditures ($000s)

Net Position ($000s)
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As shown in Table 4, an additional 0.7 percent sales tax levy would result in an overall net surplus of 
$1.39 billion. As illustrated, this is cumulative over the 2022–2050 time period, with surpluses in the 
first 20 years and a deficit in the last 10 years. 

Table 4. DRCOG Fiscally Constrained with Additional Sales Tax 

 
  

Scenario DRCOG Fiscally Constrained

Levy 2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual

Existing Revenue
Sales and Use Tax 1.00% $8,521,100 $12,279,900 $15,453,800 $36,254,800 $1,250,200
Fare Revenue $1,095,700 $1,886,900 $3,379,900 $6,362,500 $219,400
Local Partnership Contributions $34,000 $342,200 $1,630,100 $2,006,200 $69,200
Other Revenue $1,725,700 $1,855,800 $2,272,400 $5,854,000 $201,800
Total Revenue $11,376,500 $16,364,800 $22,736,200 $50,477,500 $1,740,600

New Revenue
Sales & Use Tax 0.70% $4,041,900 $8,379,400 $10,744,700 $23,165,900 $798,800
Property Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fare Revenue (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Local Partnerships (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total New Revenue $4,041,900 $8,379,400 $10,744,700 $23,165,900 $798,800

Total Revenue $15,418,400 $24,744,200 $33,480,900 $73,643,400 $2,539,400

2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual
Capital $2,529,876 $3,326,460 $7,321,688 $13,178,024 $454,415
Operations & Maintenance $10,297,995 $18,010,390 $30,766,114 $59,074,499 $2,037,052
Total Expenditure $12,827,871 $21,336,850 $38,087,802 $72,252,523 $2,491,466

Overall Net Position $2,590,529 $3,407,350 -$4,606,902 $1,390,877 $47,934

Revenue ($000s)

Expenditures ($000s)

Net Position ($000s)
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3 .2  Aspirat ional  
Under the Aspirational scenario, assuming that RTD Debruces, there is a remaining deficit of 
$36.9 billion over the 2022–2050 time period, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Aspirational Baseline 

 
An additional 1.0 percent sales tax levy (representing a doubling of the combined existing RTD sales 
tax rates) would not be sufficient to cover the projected costs in the Aspirational scenario, as shown in 
Table 6. A 1.2 percent sales tax levy would be required to meet the needs of this scenario, and similar 
to the DRCOG Fiscally Constrained scenario, there would be a deficit in the final 10 years. All other 
tools in combination at the highest levels modeled would only reduce the deficit to $30.2 billion. 

Scenario Aspirational

Levy 2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual

Existing Revenue
Sales and Use Tax 1.00% $8,521,100 $12,279,900 $15,453,800 $36,254,800 $1,250,200
Fare Revenue $1,122,600 $2,126,300 $4,103,200 $7,352,100 $253,500
Local Partnership Contributions $36,700 $393,800 $2,039,900 $2,470,300 $85,200
Other Revenue $1,725,700 $1,855,900 $2,272,400 $5,854,100 $201,800
Total Revenue $11,406,100 $16,655,900 $23,869,300 $51,931,300 $1,790,700

New Revenue
Sales & Use Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Property Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fare Revenue (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Local Partnerships (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total New Revenue $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Revenue $11,406,100 $16,655,900 $23,869,300 $51,931,300 $1,790,700

2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual
Capital $2,900,757 $7,663,560 $13,482,317 $24,046,633 $829,194
Operations & Maintenance $10,358,179 $19,153,320 $35,227,803 $64,739,302 $2,232,390
Total Expenditure $13,258,936 $26,816,879 $48,710,120 $88,785,935 $3,061,584

Overall Net Position -$1,852,836 -$10,160,979 -$24,840,820 -$36,854,635 -$1,270,884

Revenue ($000s)

Expenditures ($000s)

Net Position ($000s)
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Table 6. Aspirational with Additional Sales Tax 

 

4.  Conclusions 
Based on this analysis, an increase in RTD’s sales tax levy has the most significant revenue generation, 
and thus, the greatest impact on meeting the agency’s future funding needs. Other revenue tools, even 
at the highest levies modeled, would need to be used in combination and would still not generate 
sufficient revenue to fill the deficits projected in the DRCOG Fiscally Constrained and the Aspirational 
scenarios. 

Scenario Aspirational

Levy 2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual

Existing Revenue
Sales and Use Tax 1.00% $8,521,100 $12,279,900 $15,453,800 $36,254,800 $1,250,200
Fare Revenue $1,122,600 $2,126,300 $4,103,200 $7,352,100 $253,500
Local Partnership Contributions $36,700 $393,800 $2,039,900 $2,470,300 $85,200
Other Revenue $1,725,700 $1,855,900 $2,272,400 $5,854,100 $201,800
Total Revenue $11,406,100 $16,655,900 $23,869,300 $51,931,300 $1,790,700

New Revenue
Sales & Use Tax 1.00% $5,774,200 $11,970,500 $15,349,500 $33,094,200 $1,141,200
Property Tax -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fare Revenue (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Local Partnerships (additional) -- $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total New Revenue $5,774,200 $11,970,500 $15,349,500 $33,094,200 $1,141,200

Total Revenue $17,180,300 $28,626,400 $39,218,800 $85,025,500 $2,931,900

2022-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 Total Average Annual
Capital $2,900,757 $7,663,560 $13,482,317 $24,046,633 $829,194
Operations & Maintenance $10,358,179 $19,153,320 $35,227,803 $64,739,302 $2,232,390
Total Expenditure $13,258,936 $26,816,879 $48,710,120 $88,785,935 $3,061,584

Overall Net Position $3,921,364 $1,809,521 -$9,491,320 -$3,760,435 -$129,684

Revenue ($000s)

Expenditures ($000s)

Net Position ($000s)
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